Effect of the ortho modification of azobenzene on the photoregulatory efficiency of DNA hybridization and the thermal stability of its cis form.
We synthesized various azobenzenes methylated at their ortho positions with respect to the azo bond for more effective photoregulation of DNA hybridization. Photoregulatory efficiency, evaluated from the change of T(m) (DeltaT(m)) induced by trans-cis isomerization, was significantly improved for all ortho-modified azobenzenes compared with non-modified azobenzene due to the more stabilized trans form and the more destabilized cis form. Among the synthesized azobenzenes, 4-carboxy-2',6'-dimethylazobenzene (2',6'-Me-Azo), in which two ortho positions of the distal benzene ring with respect to carboxyl group were methylated, exhibited the largest DeltaT(m), whereas the newly synthesized 2,6-Me-Azo (4-carboxy-2,6-dimethylazobenzene), which possesses two methyl groups on the two ortho positions of the other benzene ring, showed moderate improvement of DeltaT(m). Both NMR spectroscopic analysis and computer modeling revealed that the two methyl groups on 2',6'-Me-Azo were located near the imino protons of adjacent base pairs; these stabilized the DNA duplex by stacking interactions in the trans form and destabilized the DNA duplex by steric hindrance in the cis form. In addition, the thermal stability of cis-2',6'-Me-Azo was also greatly improved, but not that of cis-2,6-Me-Azo. Solvent effects on the half-life of the cis form demonstrated that cis-to-trans isomerization of all the modified azobenzenes proceeded through an inversion route. Improved thermal stability of 2',6'-Me-Azo but not 2,6-Me-Azo in the cis form was attributed to the retardation of the inversion process due to steric hindrance between lone pair electrons of the pi orbital of the nitrogen atom and the methyl group on the distal benzene ring.